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Guts the Black Swordsman and his companions brave the open sea, hoping to reach Puck's

homeland, Elfhelm, and its powerful elven king, who might be able to restore the sanity of Guts'

former lover, Casca. But seeking out a sanctuary for Casca means that Guts must postpone

his hunt for his ex-friend and leader, Griffith, who has been reborn as a demon lord hell-bent

on conquest. The winds of change blow fast and hard across the war-torn lands of the Holy

See, and if Guts waits too long to exact his vengeance, Griffith might attain his murderous

goals before Guts can return to Midland to stop him!

About the AuthorWhile attending college at Nihon University, in 1988, Kentaro Miura debuted a

48-page manga known as Berserk Prototype, an introduction to the current Berserk fantasy

world. It went on to win Miura a prize from the Comi Manga School. In 1989, after receiving a

doctorate degree, Kentarou started a project titled King of Wolves based on a script by

Buronson, writer of Hokuto no Ken (Fist Of The North Star).In 1990, the first volume Berserk

was released with a relatively limited success. Miura again collaborated with Buronson on

manga entitled Japan. Miura's fame grew after Berserk began "The Golden Age" story arc and

the huge success of this masterpiece made of him one of the most prominent contemporary

manga artists.In 1997, Miura supervised the production of 25 anime episodes of Berserk that

aired in the same year on NTV.The series has also spawned a whole host of merchandise,

both official and fan made, ranging from statues and action figures, to key rings, video games,

and a trading card game. In 2002, Kentaro Miura received the second place in the Tezuka

Osamu (Astro Boy) Cultural Prize of Excellence for Berserk. The author lives in Tokyo, Japan. --

This text refers to the paperback edition.
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RJ Reviews, “The battle for Midland Begins!. On the Illth warship, Guts recuperates from his

fight on the docks. His body is scarred and burned. The berserker armor is sapping his

strength. How much more can he take? The attack by a small fleet of pirate ships doesn't help.

Will Guts have the strength to see the end of his journey to Elfheim?In Windam, the captured

and butchered capital of Midland, Emperor Ganishika needs to do something to have the

power to defeat Griffith. He has to use all of his powers to create an new body. Something

powerful. Something terrifying. Something that will end the World of Reason. An event so

powerful, it will be felt across the world.The peoples of Midland have only one chance for

salvation. They turn to Griffith, the blind sheep eager to find salvation from the man who

appears so heroic and good. But if they knew the truth about who they followed...Where is

Griffith leading his followers?BERSERK 33 sets us up for the next major change in the series.

The World of Reason is about to end. What will that mean? What is the Godhand's ultimate

plan? These questions will remain as we continue forward!This fantasy series continues to

excel, to have great characters and intriguing scenarios. It's a fantasy story worth reading!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Pirates, Shiva and Fenrir analouges, OH MY. In this novel the author

managed to include the most light heated swashbuckling moments the series can provide,

along with scenes of true cosmic terror. Cthulhu has nothing on Miura's Shiva. Berserk never

fails to terrify, excite, entertain, and make the reader think. This novel is no exception. This is a

series where even the most demonic villains are deeply human, and the hero is as terrifying as

the villains. Every moment of this series the characters are growing and the plot is advancing. If

nothing else I can promise you there will not be a dull moment in this novel.”

jace, “Must Read. Absolutely gorgeous art and intriguing story!!”

Sarah A., “Good book. Good book”

Jesus, “It's Gucci baybeh!. I love it! Great read. 10/10. Berserk is awesome-sauce.”

Bryan S., “Great Addition!. Excellent Artwork”

B Collado, “Five Stars. As a Berserk fan, you need this volume.”

Imran Mir, “Insane. An absolutely vivid piece of fantastic art. I am mesmerized.”

Ropeyprune, “Very happy. Great price and arrived quickly”

barzy, “Tome 33 !!!. Aaaahhh le voilà ,le fameux tome 33 de berserk ,celui que l'on attendait

tant...Mais oups,il est en anglais celui-ci,ben oui,comme glénat tarde à avoir les droits et s'est



rendu compte que c'était plus avantageux d'acheter les droits pour plusieurs bouquins à la

fois,ce tome qui devait sortir en france au mois d'avril sortira en janvier 2011...Puis le tome 34

en avril 2001...Puis le tome 35...Bah ,laissons tomber.Bref ce tome 33 fera sans doute fureur

pour peu que l'on sache lire l'anglais,car les fans n'attendront sans doute pas l'édition

française qui tarde décidement à sortir des tomes de berserk,ils se rueront donc sur cette

édition anglaise de "dark horses comics",qui je l'espère ,n'est pas sans censurée.De toute

façon,les stocks d'amazon pour ce livre sont déjà quasi-vides;c'est pour dire.Quand à l'édition

allemande,ils sortent le tome 34 dans quelques jours...Okay.Je passerai de commentaires sur

le prix du bouquin anglais en question,12 euros,ce qui vaut le prix de 2 bouquins...Quand à

l'aventure,c'est grandiose,c'est toujours aussi violent et glaucque,et le monde tel que le

connaissent nos héros,part vraiment en vrille...Morts vivants,créatures surnaturelles

apparaissant de toute part,cités antiques sortant de nul part,bref c'est le début de l'ère de

"fantasia" comme l'indique la version japonaise.Au programme,Guts qui tombe à l'eau et

apprend à nager,pas facile avec son bras en fer...Suivie d'une superbe bataille maritime,et de

l'empereur Ganiska qui décide de plonger dans la fosse pour devenir plus fort et mettre une

raclée à Griffith...Du grand spectacle.”

The book by Kentaro Miura has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 471 people have provided feedback.
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